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Hi! So, as I said before, it was suggested that I do bloopers! I

wasn't quite sure how to it, as this is the first I'm doing it, but I'm

gonna try anyway! I don't actually know what the actors are like

in real life so, in my mind, I was thinking that Kingo had hired the

other Eternals to make a movie about their lives, because the

documentary had became super popular, so here are some

bloopers! I hope they'll make you laugh! a1

— — —

i — The beginning of the end: Bloopers

At the party, Sprite uses her powers to make a dragon for Pollo

Thena and Gilgamesh arrives to the little ground of Pollo, Sprite,

Kingo and Phastos, who were previously talking about dragons.

"What are we talking about?" Enquires Thena.

"Pollo's love," sneers Kingo.

Gilgamesh looks around, trying to figure out who they're talking

about, only seeming to understand when his eyes fall in Pollo. "Oh?

Does this love have a name?"

Pollo is a bout to say his line, but Makkari pushes him out of the way.

" Yes! It's Druig!" a1

"Cut!"

Pollo goes to talk with Druig, who's sitting alone at the party

Pollo is sitting with Druig, explaining why he thinks the mind

controller isn't having fun. "Because you're sitting alone in the corner

of a party when you could just go to your room."

"I'll go if you come with me," flirts Druig, smirking.

Pollo smiles, standing up. "Okay!"

"Cut!"

ii — The nightmare that are names

Pollo tries to guess the other Eternal's mind.

He arrives in the room and stop everybody before they can talk to

him. "Don't say anything, I've got this. This is Ajak, I already know

that, but for the others... Uh, I remember that you made a dragon

appear, so you must be Sprite, because that kind of sounds like the

name of a magical creature, you're Druig, because that's the name of

someone who doesn't smile that much and you've been pretty rude

to me since we've met."

"Wait, Pollo, you got those two rights," interrupts Kingo.

He smiled, titling his head in confusion. "I know. Isn't that the point?"

"No!"

"Cut!"

v — The invention of hot chocolate

Pollo is helping heal humans

" Thank you," says the daughter of human Pollo just heals, tears in her

eyes as she takes Pollo's hands in her own. " How could I ever repay

you?"

He smiles, tapping her hands so ly. "With a billion dollars." a1

"Goddamnit, Pollo!" Kingo shouts o -screen

"Cut!" 

Pollo drinks hot chocolate for the first time

Pollo smiles before bringing the cup to his lips. He takes a sip and

immediately spit it out back in the cup, gasping in pain as he puts a

hand in front of his mouth.

"Oh, that's hot! That's so hot! I burnt my tongue!"

"Cut!"

vi — Guess who invented drunken one-night stands?

Kiss scene between drunk Pollo and Druig

Druig comes to sit with Pollo, the two of them of them looking at each

other in silence for a second. Druig places his hand on Pollo's cheek

and quickly pulls him closer, but as their lips are about to crash

against each other, they both starts laughing, looking away and

letting their hands fall to their side.

"Cut!"

Ajak mistakes a hickey on Pollo's neck for a bruise

The Prime Eternal frowns, looking at Pollo's neck.  "Are you okay? You

have a bruise on your neck. I could heal it, if you want."

He takes a few seconds to answer, but as soon as he open his mouth

to say something, Ajak starts laughing, tears in her eyes as Pollo looks

at the camera, a mildly annoyed look on his face.

"I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I've got this!" She claims as other Eternals start

laughing as well. a1

"Cut!"

ix — The end

Pollo fights the last Deviants with the others

Pollo is in the middle of the decor, one of his ropes around his neck

and on his arms, a bit like a snake. Behind him the song I'm A Slave 4

U by Britney Spears play on speakers from somewhere o -screen.

Gilgamesh and Makkari are dancing behind him while Thena laughs

at them.

"What the funk are you doing, Pollo?" Asks Kingo o -screen.

Pollo dances a bit, shooting a dark look at someone behind the

camera, presumably Kingo. "It's Britney, bitch."

"Cut!"

Pollo is hurt by Thena

Pollo is on the ground, badly hurt, and Druig is by his side, trying to

stop the other Eternal from going back to battle. "Polly, please. You're

injured. Don't make it worse."

"Druig, my love, I think this is the end for me," claims Pollo, acting

exaggeratedly. "Kiss me before I go."

He closes his eyes, faking to cry as Druig starts getting into the game

as well, exaggerating his sadness. He leans closer, kissing Pollo

quickly, which makes Pollo laughs, stopping his act. Druig doesn't

stop acting.

"Please, beloved, you can't leave me like this, I love you," he declares.

Pollo is still chuckling, a grin on his face as he fakes dying, sticking

out his tongue as he does so. Druig continues sobbing humorously,

looking up and shaking his fist at the sky.

"You will be avenged, my love! I will never forget you!"

Pollo's laugh can be heard faintly as the camera zooms on an

annoyed Phastos. Behind, Makkari is clapping her hands. a1

"Cut!"

Pollo gets mad at Gilgamesh a er Druig leaves

"You couldn't have said this earlier?" He snaps at Gilgamesh.

He tries to to walk closer to Gilgamesh, but Makkari stops him, her

fingers brushing against his shirt.

" It wouldn't have stopped him from leaving, Pollo," she tells him,

trying to calm him down. " You know that."

He places a finger on his lips, an amused spark in his eyes. "Shh. This

is my villain origin story."

"Cut!"

x — Toxic by Coral Snake (Feat. Druig)

Pollo meets Marco and tells him he's been beaten by a coral snake

" That's a coral snake!" The child cries out. " Its venom is deadly!"

" Well, fuck." Pollo gasps as he hear himself, approaching Marco. "Oh,

shit, I'm sorry, you're a kid, I'm not supposed to swear in front of you.

And I did it again. Fu— Nope. Not doing that again. Are his parents

here? Are they going to kill me?"

Marco grins as Pollo look around nervously.

"Cut!"

xiii — Through the eyes of a village

Druig tries to take Pollo's journal

We see Pollo beating up Druig with his journal, as Druig is laughing.

There is no context. Everybody around seems used to this, yet are still

exasperated.

"Cut!"

xiv — A second family

Pollo is fixing his boat

Thunder is heard from afar. Pollo looks up, a look of amazement on

his face. "Thor?! Is that you?!" Thunder is heard once more and Kingo

can be heard swearing o -screen.

"Cut!"

xviii — Surprise: Time has passed!

Marco's funeral

" Who's this?" Pollo asks the child sitting next to him.

For a few seconds, the child doesn't say anything. " My abulo Marco."

Pollo seems to space out as he hears the name, a surprised look on

his face. Then, he frowns and look back at the child. " Who?" a2

"Cut!"

xx — I'm sorry mother, I'm sorry I let you down

Ikaris and Sersi comes to find Pollo

Pollo opens his door and sees the former couple. As soon as he

makes eye contact with Ikaris, he slams the door in their faces. He

turned towards the camera, a dead look in his eyes and shrug.

"Cut!"

xxii — Kingo, Sprite and some random dude

Kingo is introducing Pollo to the camera

"Let me introduce you to one of the Eternals I considered to be the

worst asshole ever," started Kingo. "He's a little bitch who always

ruins the scenes with his his boyfriend. Also, he randomly adopts

flerkens."

"Fuck you too, Kingo!" Pollo shouts from behind the door.

"Cut!"

Pollo introduces Dragon to Kingo and Sprite

"But Kingo, Sprite, you haven't even met my cat yet! I called him

Dragon!" He smiles as Dragon meows. "He's going to steal the

spotlight from all of us!"

Sersi nods from behind as Dragon meows once more, agreeing.

"Cut!"

xxv — Another reunion

Pollo is going to see Druig at the village.

He walks towards one of the villagers, sighing as he looks at Kingo

and Karun.

"Seriously, fuck Druig," he says tiredly.

"You'd want that, wouldn't you?" Mocks Sprite next to them, startling

Pollo, who hadn't realized she was here.

"He would," speaks Druig from behind the door of the public forum.

Pollo is startled at once, sending a death glare towards the door.

"Fuck you guys! I hate you all!"

He stomps away as Sprite and Kingo laugh.

"Cut!"

Pollo is fighting with a human controlled by Druig

"So go," orders Druig through the human. "Isn't that what you're

good at, anyway? Listening to orders like the little soldier you are?"

Pollo looks at him blankly for a second before he chuckles. "Little?

I'm taller than you!" a2

Druig can be heard grumbling as the human just smiles awkwardly,

looking at the camera for help.

"Cut!"

Sesri's phone rings as they're talking with Druig

"Hey, what's your service?" Whispers Kingo, leaning towards Sersi

a er she managed to close the sound of her phone. "I'm not getting

any bars."

Pollo doesn't look up, still patting Dragon. "It's

pollo123ilovepollo45hesperfect678pollo910 all in lowercases."

Kingo shoots Pollo a strange look as Gilgamesh laughs at Druig's

dumbfounded face.

"Cut!"

Druig and Kingo are fighting

"Some Internet content," states Kingo, trying to find examples of

things he'd directed. "It's on Disney+."

"It's on Disney+?" Repeats the mind controller, before starting to

crack up.

Druig starts laughing so ly as Pollo sighs loudly, shaking is head.

"You guys. I can't believe you."

"Hey, you made us redo all the first scenes, you can't complain one!"

Tries to defend Kingo.

"Cut!" 

xxvi — Stay golden

Pollo and Druig's dancing scene

They're dancing in silence, close to the other. Druig is about to say

something before Pollo exclaims in pain. a3

"You stepped on my foot!"

"Cut!"

xxix — Fuck Druig (Wait, no, I didn't mean—)

Pollo and Druig are fighting in the plane's bedroom

Druig pushes Pollo against the wall, but his head hit the wall and he

winces.

"Aouch!"

"Oh, shit, did I hurt you?" He enquires, letting go of him. "I'm so sorry,

I didn't mean to! Are you okay?"

Pollo nods, chuckling as he rubs the back of his head.

"Cut!"

— — —
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